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Abstract-A SPICE simulation model of current mode PWM con-
verters, operating in the continuous mode, is described and tested
against analytical expressions and experimental data for buck and boost
converters. The simulation model is also used to compare an earlier
average model to a recently suggested modification and to examine the
effect of the gain factor in the current feedback path.

depend on its orientation in the converter, each topology will
result in a different equivalent circuit. This dependence on to-
pology can be circumvented by applying the recently introduced
model for the switched inductor [ 17] .In this approach the switch
and the inductor are considered as one module. Consequently,
the equivalent circuit of this non-linear assembly is topology
independent and can therefore be easily used to describe the
averaged behavior of any switch mode converter in the time and
frequency domains, both in open and closed loop configura-
tions.

The objective of the present study were to extend the switched
inductor model to converters operating in the current feedback
mode, and to develop computer simulation procedures based on
general purpose circuit simulation packages such as SPICE [18].
The simulation model developed was then used to examine the
effect of the recently introduced modification [ 19] to an earlier
proposed equation for the duty cycle ratio ( D ) of current mode
PWM converters. The present treatment differs from the one
presented by Griffin [22] in that it is topology independent. That
is, similar to the model presented earlier for the voltage feed-
back mode [ 17] , we propose here a single model which applies
to any given PWM converter operating in the current mode.

INTRODUCTION

I N a recent paper, Middlebrook [1] presented an analytical
approach for designing the feedback network of a current

mode, continuous inductor current, PWM converters. In the
proposed approach, the small signal transfer functions are first
derived from an averaged y parameter model which is in turn
used to obtain the Bode plots of the system. And finally, the
plots are examined to help select the poles and zeros of the
feedback network. Aside from the y parameter method, other
analytical approaches can be used to model current mode PWM
systems and to derive the transfer function required for the de-
sign of the transfer function of the feedback path [2]-[8] .The
main difficulty in the practical application of these proposed
methods in daily engineering practice, is the extensive effort
required for deriving an analytical averaged model and transfer
functions of practical systems. Furthermore, manual derivation
of the analytical expressions required for generating the Bode
plots becomes impractical when all the parasitic effects are taken
into account. This difficulty can be alleviated by applying com-
puter programs to ease the computational task involved in mod-
eling the system under study. Among the software approaches
possible, the digital simulator is very convenient since it en-
ables the designer to easily test the system under consideration
for various operating conditions.

Software simulators for current mode PWM converters can
be based on anyone of the models that have hitherto been pro-
posed to describe these systems [2]-[8] .Of special interest are
those which are topology independent and require little prepa-
ration before they can be applied to a given converter. Such
simulators are possible to design by replacing the switching
components of the converters by an equivalent circuit that em-
ulate the average behavior of the nonlinear section over the de-
sired operating frequency range. Previous attempts to follow
this approach were based on average models of the power switch
from which an equivalent circuit has been derived [9]-[ 16] .
However, since the average behavior of the power switch will
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PROPOSED MODEL

A current mode PWM dc-dc converter encompasses two basic
subsystems: the power stage and the duty cycle generator (Fig.
I). Close examination of conventional topologies (i.e., buck,
boost, buck-boost, etc.) reveal that they are built around an in-
ductor which is switched at one end between two terminals, (a)
and (b), as shown in Fig. 2. Although the toggle effect is often
realized by a single throw switch and a diode, the net behavior
is in effect similar to that of a two position switch. As already
shown [17] , the average behavior of the switched inductor can
be modeled by the basic equivalent circuit given in Fig. 3. The
basic assumption made is that the voltages of ports (a), (b), and
(c) are constant during the periods (D) and (D'), respectively.
It can be shown that the average behavior of this model is iden-
tical for all practical purposes to the averaged state space Model.
However, unlike other models, the switched inductor model is
topology independent except that it has to be properly oriented
to fit each given PWM configuration. For example, in a buck
configuration (a) will be connected to the input, (c) to the output
and (b) to ground via a diode. The resulting equivalent circuit
can then be used to run both time and frequency domain simu-
lation using a general purpose circuit simulator such as SPICE

[18].
The. D Generator' of current mode converters is usually im-
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Fig. 4. bquivalent circuit for dividing (A ) by (B). V d = A/ B.

iL average inductor current on transient conditions
ml inductor current slope on transient conditions 'on' time

( = Vca/L)

m2 inductor current slope on transient conditions 'off' time

(=Vcb/L),

which has the form
12' ob

Ad2 + Bd + C = 0. (4)Fig. 2. Switched inductor.

Hence,

-Ad2 -C

B

d= (5)

The expressions for (D) and (d) can easily be converted to
an equivalent circuit compatible with general purpose circuit
simulators (such as SPICE), by analog circuits which emulates
the computation. Additions and subtractions can be modeled by

adding independent voltage sources, multiplications by a non-
linear dependent source, found in most modern versions of
SPICE, and division by the configuration of Fig. 4. This neg-
ative feedback amplifier configuration divides an analog voltage
( A ) by an analog voltage ( B ) by virtue of the fundamental
properties of negative feedback. It can be easily shown that the

output voltage approaches the desired (division) when the open
loop gain is made very large:

Fig. 3. Average. topology-independent model of switched inductor.

plemented by a signal conditioner which accepts as input the
inductor current (or a voltage proportional to it) and the input
and output voltages. As shown by others [20], the duty cycle

(D) generated can be expressed by the relationship:

D = .V" -ILks (1)
A

~-
B-"-~

These ideas were used to developed the equivalent circuits of
Figs. 5 and 6 to emulate expressions (I) and (5). Details of
these SPICE models are given in the Appendix.

AkoVd = 1... Dl, (6)
T,(Mc + 0.5 ksM! )

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed model was tested by comparing it to the ana-

lytical expressions of Middlebrook [20] which in turn tested
them against the experimental results of Schoneman and Mitch-
ell [21]. Two configurations were tested: a buck and a boost
converter shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Simulations were run on a
V AX (Digital Equipment Co.) based SPICE simulator. The
version used in this study was A University of Berkeley
SPICE.2G package which was obtained through DECUS (Dig-
ital Equipment Co. Users Group) and to which a pre and post
processors were developed in house. The interfaces package,
nicknamed GRAFSPICE, are based on menu driven routines
which call other software packages such as the VMS Editor

(Digital Equipment Co.) and PLOT 10 (Tektronix Inc.) to make
the simulator user friendly and to enable users to plot the sim-
ulation results on a graphic terminal and hard copy devices.
Also used in this study was the commercial software package
HSPICE (Meta-Software Inc. , Campbell, CA).

where

V C controlling voltage

JL average inductor current
ks current loop gain

Ts switching period
Mc compensation slope
Mi inductor current slope ( =Vca/L during 'on' time).

Recently it has been shown, however, that a more accurate
expression for the duty cycle which takes into consideration
transient states is [19]:

( d' + d' m2 2 T.

(2)

from which

d2[0.5 ksTs(m, + m2)] + d[Ts(Mc -ksm2)]

+ [-Vc + iLks + 0.5 ksT,m2] = 0 (3)
where

d

d'

duty cycle during transient conditions
1 -d
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Fig. s. Equivalent circuit for computing (D) according to Middlebrook

[20] (see Appendix).

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for computing (D) according to Verghese [19]
(see Appendix).

I.OE+OO I.OE+OI I.OE+O2 I.OE+O3 I.OE+04 I.OE+OS

frequency. Hz

Fig.9. Small signal response of lossless buck converter using the (D)
generator of Fig. 5. (I) control of output; (II) audiosusceptibility; (III) out-

put impedance.

new dimensions to the designer. For example, the effect of the
gain factor on the current feedback loop can now be examined
and optimized. This possibility is demonstrated by comparing
the performance of a Buck converter with different gain factors
in the current feedback loop (Fig. 13). Clustering of the two
poles is clearly observed when the gain factor ( ks ) is reduced
from a value of 5.5 to zero ( 10-5). The latter case was found
to be identical (as it should) to the regular (voltage feedback
mode) PWM response. The convergence to the same value can
be shown analytically as follows:

For negligibly small current feedback ( ks -+ 0) ( 1) reduces

to

I Vc

D{ current mode) K, -0 ~ V

"

where

The open-loop small-signal transfer functions were obtained
by specifying AC ANAL YSIS to SPICE. The small-signal anal-
ysis is carried out by SPICE by conventional linear network
methods after it evaluates the derivatives of all nonlinear de-
pendent sources around the quiescent working point. The re-
sults of these simulation runs were found to be identical to the
transfer functions derived analytically by Middlebrook [I] (Figs.
9 and 10). The comparison was made by running SPICE AC
analysis on an electronic network that emulates the analytical
expression given by Middlebrook for lossless converters. When
parasitic resistances (of the inductor and the ESR of the capac-
itors) are included in our model (Fig. II), one observes a major
deviation at the high frequency range. This is probably due to
the zero which is introduced by the ESR of the capacitor .

Comparison between the original model of Middlebrook [I]
and the modification by Verghese [19], (Fig. 12) reveal that the
two models are in fact identical, at least for the specific con-
verters tested by us. The small differences in the low frequency
region are due to changes in operating point.

The simulation results of Figs. 9-12 demonstrate the power
of computer simulation by the proposed method. Once the basic
power stage and D generator sub-circuits are derived, analysis
of any given topology becomes trivial. The simulation tool can
be used to help design the feedback network and to test the
performance of the system after closing the loop. There is no
need, of course, to neglect the parasitic components since the
complexity is of no consequence to the user.

As many other computer tools, the proposed model opens Vp = TsMc
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Fig. 11. Comparison between response of practical converter (including
parasitic resistances according to Fig. 8) and lossless boost converter using
the (V) generator of Fig. 5. Curve I: lossless. Curve 11: practical. (a) Con-
trol to output. (b) Audiosusceptibility. (c) Output impedance.
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(c)

Fig. 12. Comparison between responses of practical boost converter (in-

cluding parasitic resistances according to Fig. 8) analyzed by the Middle-

brook approach (curve I) to those analyzed by Verghese method (curve 11).

(a) Control to output. (b) Audiosusceptibility. (c) Output impedance.
On the other hand, PWM is generated by feeding the amplified
error signal ( V c ) to a sawtooth signal with amplitude V m'

Hence,

posed topology independent model, this response can be now
obtained in a simple and straightforward manner, in harmony
with the concept of engineering workstation environments. One
can argue, in fact, that the SPICE input file of the proposed
model constitutes an alternative approach for describing a sys-
tem under study. Indeed, the analytical expressions of the sys-
tem (in whatever approach) do not provide more information
than the SPICE input file can provide. This surprising conclu-
sion is easily reached after one examines, one by one, all the
theoretical and practical 'uses' that one can make of analytical
expressions (examination of gain, bandwidth, locations of poles
and zero, etc.). As it turns out, all these can be easily and with-
out much effort obtained by running the simulation. The simu-

VcD(PWM) => -.
Vm

The ability to use general purpose circuit simulation software
packages to analyse PWM converter with voltage and current
feedback can provide designers a powerful tool for analysis and
design of converter systems. A major objection that can be
raised against the numerical approach suggested here is that it
lacks rigorous analytical description of the systems under study
(such as state equations and transfer functions). However, one
should bear in mind that the rigorous treatment is usually a
preamble to the actual design phase. The design must be related
to the specific response of the system which is in turn a function
of the numerical values of the components. Applying the pro-
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Fig. 13. Small signal control to output response for current mode con-
verter with various current feedback gains: k, = 5.5 (magnitude: curve I,
phase: curve III); k, = 10-5 (magnitude: curve II; phase: curve IV).

lation will be valid, of course, for specific numerical values of
the component's parameters. But then, nothing can really be

done by an analytical expression before all the coefficients are

given numerical values. The ability to use simulation in an it-
erative design procedure will surely improve the quality and
economy of future converters design.

ApPENDIX

The procedure used for developing the SPICE model of Fig.
5 from (I) was as follows: Voltage A and B are each emulated
by adding serially two dependent voltage sources:

A = Vc -ILK,

B = TsMc + KM)

where

K 4 0.5 Ks T,

Finally, the division is realized by using the circuit of Fig. 4
where

A
Vd ~ B = v.

Deriving SPICE model of Fig. 6 from (5) and (3): first we

create the sources A, B, C

A = K(m, + m2)

B = Ts(Mc -Ksm2)

C = -Vc + iLKs + Km2

where

K = 0.5 X:, T,

and

F = -AV~ -C.

And then by applying the SPICE divider of Fig. 4 we obtain

F
Vd ~ B = D.
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